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Stampede Adds Comprehensive to Product Line
Last week, Stampede announced the introduction of the Comprehensive product line to their product offering.
Comprehensive brand products will now be available from Stampede, to their entire base of dealers and
systems integrators.
“Comprehensive wants to make access to our products even more convenient for all dealers and systems
integrators and we are excited to be working with Stampede. They are an impressive organization”, stated
Comprehensive President, Scott Schaefer.
Dealers may continue to buy direct from Comprehensive but those that prefer to purchase though distribution
for convenience can now add Comprehensive premium connectivity products to their flat panel and projector
orders from Stampede.
Comprehensive’s sister companies, Hamilton Electronics and Buhl Industries will now also be offered
by Stampede.
About Comprehensive
In 1974, the audio-visual market was still in it’s infancy but Comprehensive was there, manufacturing our first premium
connectivity products and publishing our first catalog of professional video accessories and supplies for this new
technology called “A/V”. Over the years, the Comprehensive catalog became a “must have” for every video and audio
professional and our Comprehensive brand cable performance became legendary.
About Stampede
Known for its value-added distribution, Stampede is a leading distributor of presentation equipment including
LCD/DLP projectors and flat panel displays. Stampede provides a complete range of brand name presentation equipment
to a variety of audio/visual, computer, and home theater resellers and integrators in the United States, Canada and Latin
America. These resellers rely on Stampede for value-added services in distribution, marketing and solution-based sales.
Stampede annually produces the “Big Book of AV,” a 500-page catalog and companion website
(www.BigBookofAV.com) providing hundreds of sales, installation and spec tips for Stampede’s dealers in addition to
product details on more than 5,000 SKUs. For more information on Stampede, log onto www.stampedeglobal.com.
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